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Creating a dialogue about what the 
library means to us and how we 

can develop new ways to build on our 
successes is one of the reasons why I 
still believe, after two months on the job, 
that my job is, without a doubt, the best 
job on campus. At the Dean’s Corner, I 
talked a little bit about my philosophy of 
librarianship. I include it here in my first 
Library Matters because I hope that it is a 
jumping off point for ongoing discussion 
and reflection. 

Research libraries serve an important 
mission to humankind in safeguarding 
our accumulated record. We teach users 
to find, analyze critically and interpret 
information. I strongly adhere to the 
service mission in libraries and believe 
that as librarians and library staff, our 

job is to deliver to users what they 
want, when they want it, where and 
how they want it. In our contemporary 
world convenience is a key driver. It 
is particularly important for research 
libraries to acquire, organize and make 
available special and rare collections. 
These are not always simply old books. 
While much of what we research libraries 
buy and deliver is owned in common, the 
unique collections under our jurisdiction 
require distinctive handling and care.  I 
believe that although service excellence 
is essential to effective librarianship, the 
value provided by a research library is not 
the sum of its collections and services. 
There is a higher value in what a research 
library provides to academia that is not 
easily measured but described perhaps 
best by the narratives of individual 
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teachers, learners and researchers in 
the significance of the library to their 
work. One might recall a particular spot 
in a library where a dissertation was 
written, or a librarian who helped to 
interpret the precisely needed document 
at a significant moment. Understanding 
and working to make the most of these 
priceless moments for our users describes 
my philosophy of librarianship.

A primary strand in the fabric that makes 
our Library community strong is its sense 
of place. This sense is shared by students, 
faculty, and staff; by retired colleagues 
who continue to contribute to and play 
a part in the University in so many ways, 
by our Friends of the Library whose 
generosity of time and spirit is matched 
only by their sense of dedication to our 
mission, by our thousands of graduates, 
and by McGill’s broader supportive 
constituency. We share a working, living 
commitment to the belief that to build a 
university is to build a community.  

In the short time that I have been here, it 
has become clear that the caliber of our 
people is one of the main reasons people 
are proud to work at McGill. One example  
is that many of our Library colleagues are 
also key volunteers on McGill’s Campus 
Community Committee. Their testimonials 
in this edition of Library Matters speak 
volumes about how giving back to the 
community can help pay it forward.

The McGill Campus Community 
Committee was formed in the summer of 
2009 to celebrate the talent, dedication, 
achievements and contributions made 
by our fellow McGillians. As a current 

or former McGill staff member, you 
also play an instrumental role in the 
pride that we all share in our institution 
and I hope that you will consider 
supporting Campaign McGill. The Campus 
Community Committee has selected 
three featured projects in the campaign: 
supporting our students, greening our 
campuses and improving our University.  
Future contributions to Campus 
Community featured projects could 
impact the Library directly in many ways 
through beautification projects like adding 
benches and greenery to the McLennan-
Redpath Building Complex terrace or the 
installation of elevators to allow for easier 
access to our branches. 

Please consider giving at the level that 
you are most comfortable with, since 
the goal is participation, rather than 
the size of gifts. You can make your gift 
in manageable installments through 
our payroll deduction plan and you can 
designate you contributions directly to a 
featured project of choice. 

If you are not in a position to participate 
financially, I still hope that you will 
get involved by joining the Campus 
Community Committee at upcoming 
lectures, lunches and activities like the 
recent Lunch and Learn session that 
featured our own Richard Virr who spoke 
about the University’s rich and highly 
diverse holdings of rare books. 

For more information on the McGill 
Campus Community please visit 
http://aoc.mcgill.ca/network/campus-
community  or feel free to connect with 
any one of our Library colleagues. 
See page 13 for more about Campus Community
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Welcome

The Library Matters Editorial Team 
is delighted to welcome two new 

members: 

Vincci Lui

Jayne Watson-Sevigny

Did you know that...
St. Jerome is the patron saint of librarians? 

The portrait on the left was painted in 1653 by Rubens.

Fun Facts, Trivia, Quotes

http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-about/pubs/newsletter/
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-about/pubs/newsletter/
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facilities update: facts, figures and facelifts 

Creating a safe, welcoming environment is essential to providing excellence in library service. 
Here is a brief overview on several exciting renovation projects happening at a Library branch 
near you. All construction projects involve some challenges. Your feedback at every stage of 
these projects is integral and will inform current upgrades and future projects. Questions and 
suggestions for improvements are welcome at all times.  

1. HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning) upgrade
 
General scope of project:
• Critical replacement of 50 year old McLennan and aging Redpath heating/cooling systems including ventilation 
ducts. Much-needed upgrade will ensure comfort of students and staff and reduce ongoing costs.
• Replacement of all mechanical room equipment in both buildings. When Redpath equipment is replaced, 
McLennan equipment will support both sides and vice versa.
• Air/cooling/heating will function – but it will be reduced during this upgrade.

Timeline: 6 months (March through August 2011)

Impact on staff/students:
• Localized noise 
• Without the same level of air-conditioning, it will be hotter
• Library to provide fans, water and alternate work place (if 
necessary)

McLennan Library Building upgrade particulars: 
• Replacement or cleaning of ventilation ducts. 
• Work crew will move systematically, floor by floor. 
• Each floor will take approximately 3-4 days. 
• Student seating along perimeter will be closed. 
• Collection will be accessible.

Redpath Library Building upgrade particulars: 
• Equipment /ductwork replaced or cleaned throughout 
building. 
• Asbestos identified in ceiling of Redpath “bridge” and hallway on main floor. 
• Asbestos abatement in Redpath hallway to be scheduled after exams completed.
• Wayne Wood to discuss procedure with staff.
• Asbestos to be securely and safely removed by experts. 
• Redpath entrance will remain open to Cybertheque and food court.
• The hallway will be closed and wrapped. Staff and students will not be exposed. 

As a result of this work, the Redpath Borrowing desk will be closed. In order to benefit from this opportunity and 
ensure continuity of service during this time, borrowing, reserves and membership services will be integrated into 
in a single service point in the McLennan Lobby. 

McLennan-Redpath Complex Projects

THIS JUST IN! Follow McLennan-Redpath complex renovations online at:
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-about/renovations/

Aging Equipment in McLennan basement.
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facilities update 

The McLennan-Redpath Complex Project Team will coordinate both projects and handle communication with 
all staff. Please feel free to connect with team if you  have any questions, concerns or ideas. The project team 
consists of: Amber Lannon (Project Leader), Francisco Oliva, Merika Ramundo, Carole Urbain and Diane Koen.

MARVIN DUCHOW MUSIC LIBRARY 
VIDEO VIEWING ROOM (4TH FLOOR, ROOM 412)

Scope of work:  New wiring (electrical, data), installation of large screens, 
faculty podium, student furniture, new carpeting and adjustments to 
lighting configuration.

Timeline: Summer 2011 in time for Fall 2011 Term

Impact on students and staff: 
*Construction noise through the summer months
*Concrete drilling may also have an impact on summer recording projects 
in Schulich School of Music multi-media recording studios

Funding sources: McGill Library, Teaching & Learning Services Space 
Planning Fund and the Faculty of Music. 

Benefits for students/faculty/library:  
*Conversion to “smart” classroom
*Resources for audio and video post-production courses
*Hands-on practice via laptop for information literacy, jazz arranging, etc.

2.  MCLENNAN-REDPATH TERRACE UPGRADE

Scope of work (phase 1):
• Rebuild stairs, smooth out walkway between 
McLennan and Redpath
• Complete remodel and rebuild of stairs and rail-
ings
• Drainage system installed and improved
• Walkway will be 2 levels – separated by a bench

Timeline: 
• Phase 1 – May (post Convocation) through Au-
gust 2011
• Phase 2 and 3: summer of 2012 and 2013 (reno-
vation of the Redpath Terrace)

Impact on students and staff: 
• Noise (drilling) during deconstruction of walkway throughout the summer months
• Workmen scheduled from 7 am to 3 pm 
• Humanities and Social Sciences Library accessible from campus only along Redpath terrace
• Students and staff with mobility issues to access McLennan through the Integrated Service Point
• Signage created to redirect library users

Rendering of new terrace. View from McTavish Street. (EKM Architecture)
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facilities update 

hssl group study room

McGill recently received a grant to increase the number of 
Automatic External Defibrillators (AEDs) on our campuses. The 

technology has become so reliable 
that public health organizations are 
recommending increased access to 
AEDs in public areas. LM is happy 
to report that an AED was recently 
installed on the McLennan-Redpath 
Bridge. Many thanks to the Library 
First-Aiders and security guards who 
took part in the training around this 
initiative.

hssl health & safety

The Library is pleased to report that a new, 32-seat Group 
Study Zone on the main floor of the Redpath Library Building 
is now open to students. The main purpose of this zone is 
to provide an open access space for multiple group study 
and conversation. The room is fully covered by the wireless 
network and all tables have electrical outlets. Available on a 
first-come, first served basis. 

Students can also take advantage of three group study rooms 
connected to this study zone. RM-22A (5 seats, 1 table), RM-
22B (6 seats, 1 table), RM-22C (6 seats, 1 table) are bookable 
through the Classic Catalogue. http://catalogue.mcgill.ca.

Scope of work:  The whole roof (i.e. copper, tiles) will be 
replaced.    As this is a historical building, all new parts will 
be exact replicas of existing ones. 

Time line: Mid-August to December 2011

Impact on students and staff:  
*Noise
*Possible shut down of level 6 at times.
 
Funding Sources:  McGill Library and SSMU Library 
Improvement Fund

Schulich Library roof 
replacement

Scope of work – main floor:
*Opening up of main floor (more sunlight) and additional 
study spaces for students.  Seating for 37 students.
*Received journals moved to dedicated reading room
*Graduate Student study room in former microfilm room
*“phone zone” and lounge
*Custom furniture with lamps to be relocated to this floor

Scope of work - 2nd floor:
*Shelving removed and space completely opened up.
*New seating with lights will be purchased in keeping with 
Gelber design

Funding Sources:  McGill Library and SSMU Library 
Improvement Fund

Nahum Gelber 
Law Library 

main & second 
floor upgrades
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EVENTS - DEaN’S corNEr / collEEN’S coffEE & TEa / officE hourS

Dean’s Corner is a bi-monthly dialogue for all 
Library staff. Content for the meetings will include 

Library-related topics such as important updates, special 
announcements, upcoming events and lectures as well 

as answers to questions either submitted beforehand or 
asked at the meeting. Please submit questions regarding 
areas of interest to Bruna at: bruna.ceccolini@mcgill.ca 

Please mark your calendar. 

All meetings for this year will
be held from 2:00-3:30 pm unless otherwise noted: 

April 13, 2011
Redpath Museum Auditorium

May 19, 2011
Redpath Museum Auditorium

July 14, 2011
Leacock 232

September 22, 2011
Leacock 232

December 1, 2011
Leacock 232

Colleen’s Coffee/Tea is a chance for 
Library staff to chat informally with the Dean 

and your colleagues about the Library and 
university life over a “cup of Joe” and some 
sweets. Held on a monthly basis, a different 

library branch will host this casual 60-minute 
get-together. Please note the dates, times 
and branch locations below. All gatherings 

will run from 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. unless 
otherwise noted.

march 10, 2011
Schulich Library of Science & Engineering 

april 7, 2011
Education Library

may 11, 2011 
Humanities & Social Sciences Library

june 16, 2011
Life Sciences Library

july 7, 2011 
Islamic Studies Library

august 11, 2011
Birks Reading Room

september 29, 2011 (3:30-4:30)
Macdonald Campus Library

october 20, 2011
Walter Hitschfeld Geographic Centre

The Dean’s and Associate Director’s office hours 
give students, staff and faculty an opportunity to 
discuss issues that affect them and in a private 
setting. Meetings are on a drop-in basis.

Office Hours

To view the recent March 3rd session, as well as all past 
Dean’s Corner’s sessions, see the Library’s website:  
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-about/general/
deanscorner/ 

Colleen Cook Tuesdays, 3:00-4:00 pm
Diane Koen Tuesdays, 11:30-12:30
Joseph Hafner Wednesdays, 11:00-12:00
Louise O’Neill Wednesdays, 1:00-2:00
Louise Houle Mondays, 2:00-3:00
Carole Urbain Tuesdays, 2:00-3:00 (as of March 15)

mailto:bruna.ceccolini@mcgill.ca
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EVENTS 

Two of the many interesting object and drawings from Osler Library exhibit, 
A Relationship Etched in Time.

L to R: Harvey Yarosky, Q.C., Dean Daniel Jutras 
(Faculty of Law), Honourable Mr. Justice Morris J. 

Fish (Supreme Court of Canada)

Collecting children’s literature has been a lifelong passion for Mrs. Sheila R. Bourke and 
the donation of her collection to the McGill University Library has placed a magisterial 
research collection at the disposal of university scholars and students. The collection 
contains over three thousand works of early and modern children’s literature written and 
illustrated by the most prominent names in the field, and spans five centuries of artistic 
and literary creativity.

For this exhibition, we have selected fine examples of books of nursery rhymes, of Aesop’s 
fables and of fairy tales to celebrate the cataloguing of Mrs. Bourke’s gift. Join us in 
recalling the stories and poems of our youth. Share these well-loved classics with your 
family and friends. Some tales contain morals and others are whimsical nonsense rhymes.  
All have wonderful illustrations. The exhibition will run from February - June 2011 in the 
McLennan Library Building (Main Floor) . 

Telling Stories: Nursery Rhymes, Fables and Fairy Tales 
from the Sheila R. Bourke Collection

On February 2nd, 2011, the Friends of 
the Library and McGill University Library 
presented the annual F.R. Scott Lecture.

Speaker: The Hon. Mr. Justice Morris J. 
Fish, Supreme Court of Canada

Title: “The Effect of Alcohol on the 
Canadian Constitution...Seriously”

F. R. Scott Lecture 

This exhibition opened with a lecture by Dr. Rolando Del 
Maestro of the Montreal Neurological Institute on the dynamic 
interplay between Thomas Howard, the 21st Earl of Arundel 
and the engraver Wenceslaus Hollar, which resulted in the 
etching of over 60 plates after the works of Leonardo da Vinci. 
Although many of the original drawings can still be found in 
various collections, others are lost and so the Hollar etchings are 
the only remaining evidence of Leonardo’s work.  The lecture 
accompanied an exhibition curated by Dr. Del Maestro at the 
Osler Library between November 2010 and January 2011. A 
recording of the lecture is available here: http://bcooltv.mcgill.
ca/ListRecordings.aspx?CourseID=2037

A Relationship Etched in Time: 
Leonardo da Vinci, the Earl of 

Arundel and Wenceslaus Hollar
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EVENTS - FriENdS oF ThE Library

McGill Library leaders past and present. 
L to R: Colleen Cook, Fran Groen, Hans Möller

Donald Walcot accepts his award

Friends of the Library catch up 
at the Annual General Meeting

upcoming events 
courtesy of friends of 

the library

Friends of the Library Annual general meeting
february 22nd, 2011 

rare books & special collections

RSVP: rsvp.libraries@mcgill.ca
Check our events listing often for 

updates!  
www.mcgill.ca/library

The Friends of the Library 
recently honored Donald 
Walcot BA’63 as the Library’s 
Friend of the Year. Normally 
this annual event would 
have been held in December 
of 2010 but the Friends 
committee decided to delay 
it by a couple of months 
in order to allow the new 
Trenholme Dean of Libraries, 
Dr. Colleen Cook, to join us. 
Some of the superlatives 
to best describe Donald 
are words like thoughtful, 
considerate, generous, 
committed, and interested. 
He is a wonderful McGill 
Library advocate.

Janet Blachford  BA’61, 
MA’63 made the official 
presentation of the Friend 
of the Year Award. Janet is 
past president of the Friends 
of the Library and last year’s 
winner of this award.  

will talk about writing the past 
as well as writing the future.  

In collaboration with:

Shakespeare Lecture 2011
Antoni Cimolino

General Director, Stratford 
Shakespeare Festival 

Date, time & location TBA

Hugh MacLennan Memorial 
Lecture 2011

Kate Pullinger
2009 Governor General’s 

Literary Award winner
Thursday, April 28, 2011

Leacock 232, 5:30 pm  

The Future of Fiction:  
from historical fiction to digital 

fiction 

Kate Pullinger’s novel, The 
Mistress of Nothing, won the 
GG in 2009; it’s a historical 
fiction, set in Egypt in the 
1860s, based on a true story.  As 
well as writing about the past, 
Pullinger’s work in the realm of 
digital fiction pushes toward the 
future of fiction, using the new 
technologies to find new ways to 
tell stories.  Her award-winning 
projects ‘Inanimate Alice’ and 
‘Flight Paths’ demonstrate the 
potential for a new type of 
fiction that moves far beyond 
ebooks.  In this lecture, Pullinger 
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EVENTS - FOUNDER’S DAY 2011 AT mACDONALD CAmPUS

This past February 17th Macdonald Campus held its annual 
Founder’s Day event, which celebrated the life of founder 
Sir William Macdonald (1831-1917).  

To the tunes of a traditional Scottish bagpipe, staff, 
students, and alumni toasted to Sir William and his 
enduring legacy of Macdonald Campus, which was founded 
in 1907. Along with staff and students being honoured for 
their contributions to the Macdonald community, events 
also included inspiring words from speakers Derek Ruths, a 
professor of the McGill School of Computer Science, Diane 
Imrie, Mcgill alumna and Director of Nutrition Services 
at Vermont’s Fletcher Allen Health Care, and Macdonald 
undergraduates Alex Pritz, Matt Brightman and Liz Marsh, 
members of the film collective Developing Pictures.  This 
year’s theme was “A Passion to Change the World,” and 
attendees learned about harnessing the power of the 
human collective to drive big ideas, the enduring effects 
of food sustainability at the local level, and the surprising 
changes that mere students can initiate through sheer guts 
and determination.

Above: Sir William looks out at the crowd.
Below: Sir William’s writing desk and chair.

Liaison Librarians Vincci Lui and Jan Sandink with their 
display highlighting publications by guest speakers and 
memorabilia from the Macdonald Campus Library History 
Room’s collection.

by vincci lui
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events - copyright 5 à 7 

Copyright 5 à 
7 with Olivier 
Charbonneau

By Tara Mawhinney and Julie Jones

An enthralling talk on copyright might 
seem like an oxymoron but that 
was just what Olivier Charbonneau 
delivered to an appreciative audience 
of library professionals and students 
from McGill’s School of Information 
Studies at a 5 à 7 on Thurs. Nov. 11.  
The event was co-sponsored by the 
CLA McGill Student Chapter and the 
CLA Montreal Chapter.  The invitation 
was extended especially to those 
taking part in the CLA’s Professional 
Partnering Program (http://
www.mcgill.ca/sis-students/cla/
partnering/), a mentoring program 
where students are paired with 
library professionals, and this event 
offered an opportunity for partners to 
meet up and engage in professional 
development.  Many thanks to 
Adam Baron in his roles as president 
of the CLA McGill Student Chapter 
and organizer of the Professional 
Partnering Program for hosting this 
event and encouraging partners to 
attend.
 
The speaker
Olivier Charbonneau, an Associate 
Librarian at Concordia University who 
is also working on a doctorate in law 
at l’Université de Montréal, was well 
positioned to provide an introduction 
to copyright and its implications for 
libraries.  He was quick to inform the 
audience that he is not a lawyer and 
he would not be telling us what to do 
but rather would provide information 
about copyright law gleaned from his 
research and his experiences working 
at Concordia.  From the beginning of 
his talk, he opened the floor up to 
questions and the audience was quick 

to jump in with issues relating to 
Interlibrary Loan, digitizing materials, 
abiding by copyright in a corporate 
setting, etc. Olivier answered all 
questions knowledgeably and 
candidly throughout the presentation, 
which he delivered in English 
accompanied by slides in French.  
 
Why copyright is a library matter 
Library workers use, and advise 
people on the use of, protected 
content all the time. It is 
tremendously important that we 
understand the ways we can and 
cannot use copyright-protected 
content. Charbonneau discussed two 
key roles of libraries: preservation 
and access. Preservation fights 
forgetting, while access fights 
ignorance, and copyright relates to 
both of these in that it standardizes 
use rights – it dictates how libraries 
can preserve items and what kind of 
access we can facilitate.
 
Copyright in a nutshell
Charbonneau helped to explain the 
basics, that copyright (like patents) is 
a form of intellectual property.  Ideas 
themselves cannot be copyrighted, 
only manifestations or expressions 
of ideas can be.  Charbonneau 
noted that not everything qualifies 
for copyright and not every use 
qualifies.  For example, a list is not 
copyrightable.  An example that 
emerged from audience discussion 
was that of the phone book not being 
copyrightable but a performance of 
someone reading the headings of a 
phone book (as Canadian poet Steve 
McCaffery once did) being protected 
by copyright. 

Canada’s hybrid system
Copyright in Canada is a hybrid 
system, stemming from the Anglo 
Saxon copyright system and the 

“droit d’auteur” law from France.  
According to Charbonneau, the 
original purpose of copyright and 
patents was to encourage innovation 
by allowing the copyright owner to 
retain certain exclusive rights to 
their work or product in exchange 
for revealing its creation or design.  
In this way, competitors might 
be encouraged to develop even 
better designs, thus spurring new 
innovations.  Copyright’s Anglo 
Saxon history was largely to protect 
publishers and prevent them from 
copying each other’s works.  The law 
attempted to ensure that publishers 
who made the initial investment in 
printing a book would not have their 
revenues decreased by competitors 
stealing their works.  The French 
system of “droit d’auteur” was based 
on a different concept intended to 
protect authors themselves as well as 
their literary works, the author being 
granted certain economic and artistic 
(or moral) rights by virtue of having 
created the work.  An example of a 
moral right would be that the author 
would be acknowledged as the 
creator of the work and that the work 
itself could not be altered without 
the author’s permission.
What can copyright do?
 Canadian law grants copyright for 
a work to the rights holder for the 
author’s lifetime plus 50 years after 
their death. In the US, copyright 
lasts for 70 years after the author’s 
death.  In Canada, this right can 
be transferred in writing and can 
be leased or sold.  Exceptions to 
copyright in Canada are referred to as 

“fair dealing”, whereas in the US, they 
are called “fair use.”  The fair dealing 
provisions in Canada are granted for 
research, criticism, review, private 
study, and news reporting, whereas 
in the US, fair use explicitly includes 
education among other uses. 

http://www.mcgill.ca/sis-students/cla/partnering/
http://www.mcgill.ca/sis-students/cla/partnering/
http://www.mcgill.ca/sis-students/cla/partnering/
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Charbonneau quoted Thomas Jefferson, who in keeping 
with the concept of access, claimed, “he who lights his taper 
at mine receives light without darkening me.”  Many Open 
Access advocates today would certainly support the concept 
that sharing does not take away from the individual but in fact 
leads to greater illumination for all.

Where are we now and where are we going?
Charbonneau discussed a relatively recent Supreme Court 
of Canada case in which the type of access to copyright-
protected material that a library was facilitating was called 
into question. The case was 2004’s CCH Canadian Ltd. v. Law 
Society of Upper Canada, in which a group of publishers 
accused the Law Society of Upper Canada’s library of copyright 
infringement for offering custom photocopying services to 
researchers. The library’s argument was that it was simply 
providing equitable access to its materials, many of which 
were non-circulating, for library users regardless of where 
they lived. The Supreme Court unanimously held that the 
practices of the library were appropriate and fell within the 
bounds of fair dealing, ruling that the users’ rights with regard 
to the use of material for research, private study, criticism, 
review, or news reporting must not be unduly constrained. 
This case is pivotal in establishing the bounds of fair dealing 
in copyright law in Canada. Read the ruling here: http://www.
canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc13/2004scc13.pdf  
(note pages 5-6 in particular).

However, there is still more work to be done. Today’s digital 
reality makes copyright exponentially more complicated due 
to the fact that the physical item is often separated from the 
content. This dematerializing of the item sees the content, 
in many ways, disassociated from use rights. We need to 
modernize copyright law in Canada so it can accommodate 
this new terrain. Bill C-32 is the proposed controversial 
copyright bill that is striving to do this, and hearings on the 
bill are currently taking place in Ottawa. One of the many 
proposed changes in Bill C-32, and one that is particularly 
poignant for libraries, is the addition of education as a fair 
dealing category. Such a change will clarify and expand the 
type of preservation and access that is acceptable in an 
educational context. Stay tuned! 

Closing
The audience certainly appreciated this engaging and 
educational talk from someone who has thoughtfully 
considered copyright issues within a Canadian context, 
specifically how changes to Canadian copyright laws will affect 
libraries in the future.  

COPYRIGHT - CONTINUED FROM PAGE XXX

Further resources 
of interest include:

Charbonneau’s slides http://spectrum.
library.concordia.ca/6926/1/EBSI-Nov2010.
pdf

Culture Libre Blog by Olivier Charbonneau 
http://www.culturelibre.ca/

Michael Geist’s Blog (Geist writes 
extensively on copyright and is a law 
professor at the University of Ottawa, where 
he also holds the Canada Research Chair in 
Internet and E-commerce Law) http://www.
michaelgeist.ca/

McGill books on copyright:

Canadian copyright: a citizen’s 
guide. KE2799.2 M87 2007 [Regular 
Loan] Humanities and Social Sciences - 
McLennan Bldg

Canadian copyright law: the indispensable 
guide for publishers, web professionals, 
writers, artists, filmmakers, teachers, 
librarians, archivists, curators, lawyers and 
business people. KE2799.2 H37 2001 [In 
Library Use] Blackader-Lauterman - 
Reference

A brave new world? Access Copyright in 
its own words on issues affecting research 
libraries. http://site.ebrary.com/lib/mcgill/
docDetail.action?docID=10197808

Demystifying copyright: a researcher’s 
guide to copyright in Canadian libraries 
and archives. KE2799.2 D79 2001 [Regular 
Loan] Humanities and Social Sciences - 
McLennan Bldg

Canadian copyright law: a consumer white 
paper. http://site.ebrary.com/lib/mcgill/
Doc?id=10237729

Principes généraux de la Loi sur le droit 
d’auteur. KE2799 B37 2007 [Regular 
Loan] Nahum Gelber Law

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc13/2004scc13.pdf
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc13/2004scc13.pdf
http://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/6926/1/EBSI-Nov2010.pdf
http://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/6926/1/EBSI-Nov2010.pdf
http://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/6926/1/EBSI-Nov2010.pdf
http://www.culturelibre.ca/
http://www.michaelgeist.ca/
http://www.michaelgeist.ca/
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/mcgill/docDetail.action?docID=10197808
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/mcgill/docDetail.action?docID=10197808
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/mcgill/Doc?id=10237729
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/mcgill/Doc?id=10237729
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Proust & You: selected questions from the Proust questionnaire

What historical figure do 
you most identify with? 
Julia Child. For bringing attention to, 
and ultimately elevating, something 
from the everyday that was previously 
not thought of as tremendously 
significant by her contemporaries. 
 
Which living person do 
you most admire? Probably 
Barack Obama. For not letting complex 
ideas and ways of understanding the 
world remain theoretical and actually 
attempting to apply them and make 
them relevant to real life.   

 
Who is your favorite fictional hero? Jimmy McNulty of 
The Wire. A pitch perfect anti-hero with so much to teach us.  
 
Who are your real-life heroes? The people protesting on the 
streets of the Arab world this past month. Closer to home, my friends – 
they work hard, create, teach, survive, parent, learn, and generally make 
the world a better place. I’m constantly impressed by and grateful for 
them. 
 
What is your most treasured possession? My 
elephantine memory. 
 
When and where were you happiest? When I’m cooking in a 
cozy kitchen accompanied by music, CBC radio, or conversation.  

What is your most obvious characteristic? My friends 
tell me I am pretty unabashedly nerdy — when “nerdy” is defined as being 
passionate about being informed, always willing to fight for the little guy, 
concerned about the state of the world, sometimes clumsy, and often 
inadvertently funny.  

What do you consider your greatest achievement? 
Gleaning an education in all things culinary from what began as a job as a 
busgirl in a fancy restaurant.  

Where would you like to live? In Montreal and Vancouver, 
BC simultaneously.  Sometimes, if I squint hard enough, I can see my 
Victorian brick row house beside the ocean at the foot of evergreen-
cloaked mountains. 
  
What is the quality you most admire in a person? 
The ability to examine ideas and situations from a variety of perspectives.  
 
What do you value most in your friends? Kindness, wit, 
intelligence, compassion.  
 
What is a natural talent that you would like to be 
gifted with?  
Tunefulness.  
 
What is your motto (words you live by or that 
mean a lot to you)? “You get to decide what to worship.” – David 
Foster Wallace 
“I invented nothing, but I forgot nothing either.” – James Joyce 
“Be a citizen.” – Me. Though I’m surely not the first to say it. 

What historical figure 
do you most identify 
with? The Luddites.

Which living person 
do you most admire? 
Nathalie (my partner-in-crime).

Who is your favorite 
fictional hero? 
Hercule Poirot.

Who are your real-life heroes? 
Anyone who works towards and contributes to the common good.

What is your most treasured possession? 
My wedding band.

When and where were you happiest? 
This morning, as Nathalie and I sat and enjoyed our morning coffee.

What is your most obvious characteristic? 
Insightful.

What do you consider your greatest 
achievement? Overcoming my workaholic habits and 
nurturing a healthy perspective on life.

Where would you like to live? Somewhere, along a 
quiet stretch of the coast...

What is the quality you most admire in a 
person? Tolerance.

What do you value most in your friends? 
Optimism

What is a natural talent that you would like to 
be gifted with? The ability to play piano

What is your motto (words you live by or that 
mean a lot to you)? There will come a day when you will look 
back and give everything and anything to be living the day you have 
today. So savour the day!

Ed Bilodeau, web services librarian

Julie Jones, Liaison librarian
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campus community

The Campus Community Committee 
means something different to each 
of its members. Library Matters asked 
the Library’s CCC members for their 
thoughts:

The Campus Community 
Committee provides a 
glimpse into the diversity 
of fascinating research 
and people who make 
up McGill. I’m honoured 
to be counted among 
them. -Brian McMillan

I love being part of a committee 
that reaches out to all McGillians and 
plans exciting campus activities, thus 
building a great feeling of comaraderie. 
I love that a large number of library 
staff have become involved and 
promote the library so well.
    -Marilyn Berger

I cannot stress enough the 
importance of library staff 
becoming involved with 
the broader community in 
situations outside their jobs, 
through committees like this. 
Contacts and relationships 
in other than the “client 
server” mode can be critical, 
especially for librarians 
wishing to undertake 
activities in the second and 
third criteria for promotion.
   -John Hobbins

I received a fabulous 
education at McGill, was 
employed by the library 
throughout my undergraduate 
and graduate degrees, met 
my wife here, and now I’m 
developing my career here. I 
joined the Campus Community 
Committee because I feel that 
this committee provides a great 
opportunity to give something 
back to the university which 
has given me so much.
   -Robin Canuel

My whole family 
is McGill - my kids, 
husband and I are all 
graduates, and I am 
recently retired after 
many years. I appreciate 
the opportunity to 
participate in CCC events 
and remaining in contact 
with my friends and 
colleagues. Also, it is 
important for me to have 
the opportunity to give 
back to the University 
which has been such an 
important part of my life 
for so many years.   
  -Halyna Carpenter

My involvement with the Campus 
Community Committee has reinforced 
the idea that each and every one of us 
can make a difference and one by one 
that builds and fosters a community of 
participation and support!”
    -Mary Lourenço

I appreciate meeting 
staff from across the 

two campuses, from all 
disciplines.

  -Jennifer Garland
Love the campus 
breakfast as you get 
the chance to see 
colleagues that you 
haven’t caught up 
with for ages.
  -Diane Philip

I feel like I am helping 
to build a better 
McGill. - Chris Lyons
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Between Nov. 15-18, 2010, we 
attended the Middle East Librarians 
Association (MELA) conference in 
sunny San Diego. Aside from getting 
out of the cold for a few days, the 
conference offered the Islamic 
Studies Librarians the opportunity 
to meet, converse and learn from 
colleagues in the same specialized 
field. Moreover, the conference, 
spread over two days, was a 
mixture of (business) meetings and 
presentations.

The meetings offered were of a 
cooperative nature, embedded with 
discovering (new) ways to make 
resources available to the widest 
possible audiences.

Middle East Cooperative Acquisitions 
Program (MECAP) 
MECAP is a program offered by the 
Library of Congress field programs 
in which libraries are able to submit 
requests and are also provided lists 
of materials to acquire. The first 
presenter was Carol L. Mitchell, Field 
Director of the Islamabad Office, 
located in 

Delhi. The Pakistan branch provides 
materials from Iran, Afghanistan and 
India in the vernacular languages 
of these countries such as Urdu, 
Persian, Dari and Pashto. The second 
presenter was William Kopycki, Field 
Director of the Cairo office. The 
Cairo office provides materials for 
the Arab Middle East and Turkey 
almost exclusively in the vernacular 
languages such as Arabic, Turkish, 
Kurdish, and Armenian. McGill has 
been a participant in these programs 
for several years. Both of these 
programs are excellent examples of 
coordination and working together 
for the betterment of the researchers 
at a given institution or university. 
Both of these offices are charged 
with attending various book fairs 
that occur in places such as Cairo, 
Algiers, Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Tehran. 
The field officers go to these fairs as 
well as make trips to other cities to 
find publishing houses and list the 
materials available, thus allowing 
both the Library of Congress to 
acquire copious amounts of books 
and the like as well as offering other 
libraries the opportunities to fill 
lacunae in their collections. In fact, 
without the help of this program, 
many libraries with Islamic and/or 
Middle East collections would not be 
as complete as they are or be able to 
offer such a wide variety of sources.

Middle East Microform Project 
(MEMP) 
MEMP works in conjunction with 
the Centre for Research Libraries 
(CRL) in helping libraries preserve 
rare materials by microfilming 
these materials. This year saw the 
final materials microfilmed for an 
ephemeral project that will be 
valuable, particularly for researchers 
of the modern period. Moreover, it 
was decided at this meeting that 3 
years of Shi’i newspapers from Iraq 
will be microfilmed, preserved and 

made available to MEMP members 
via CRL.

East View
On the evening of the 17th, MELA 
attendees were offered a focus group 
meeting by East View, complete with 
Middle Eastern cuisine. In fact, the 
meeting was dedicated to striving to 
meet the needs and requirements of 
Middle East (and related discipline) 
libraries. It was interesting to 
participate in such an endeavour 
because of the uniqueness of the 
Middle East and its materials. While 
various other geographic subject 
areas are well advanced, there are 
a few that do not have many online 
materials. For various reasons, the 
languages of the Middle East (Arabic, 
Persian, Turkish, Urdu, Kurdish, 
Indonesian, various South Asian 
languages, etc.) have imposed many 
difficulties for technicians and thus 
slowed down the process of making 
materials available online. The focus 
group was dedicated to listening to us, 
the specialist librarians of these fields, 
and to what we would like to see 
offered. East View is trying to develop 
stronger resources with the Middle 
East, having already developed 
databases and e-resources for China, 
Japan and Korea, as well Russia and 
Eastern European countries. The 
focus group discussed two of their 
products, namely Kotobarabia (which 
McGill has recently purchased) and 
AskZad, a newspaper database. 
However, the main purpose was to 
determine what the next logical steps 

ought to be for East View in terms of 
developing its Middle East resources. 
It was interesting to note the varied 
responses and concerns. 

The presentations, on the other 
hand, offered the attendees the 
opportunity to listen and learn   
about projects occuring at different 

conference report - Middle east librarians association (Mela)

MELA 2010 Conference in San Diego, 
California.

By Anaïs Salamon and Sean Swanick
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universities in the US and about, more 
generally, the state of Middle East 
publishing past and present. Here is a 
brief compte-rendu of three of them:

Cultural imaginings of the Middle 
East: the Georgetown-George 
Washington Universities joint 
digitization project by Brenda Bickett, 
Middle Eastern & Islamic Studies 
Bibliographer, Georgetown University
Brenda Bickett presented the 
Georgetown-George Washington 
Universities joint digitization project 
which intends to make available 
online more than 2,500 rare works 
related to the cultural imaginings of 
the Arab World in the Western mind. 
It entails the digitization of holdings 
from Middle East collections at 
both universities involved, including 
monographs and bound manuscripts 
documenting the Middle East and 
North Africa from mid-15th Century 
through the early 20th Century.
The originality of this project resides 
in the fact that along with the 
digitization process, Georgetown and 
George Washington Universities made 
an agreement with Kirtas Technologies 
to contribute in evaluating two 
automatic book digitization systems 
(KABIS III and Skyview). It is a good 
example of successful collaboration 
between university libraries and 
a private technologies company, 
working together to reach two distinct 
but complementary goals: to produce 
digitized images that preserve a 
large corpus of rare items and to 
evaluate and improve existing book 
digitization technologies. This $1.6 
million federally-funded project was 
launched in December 2009 but to 
date, nothing is accessible online yet.

Turkish Book market survey 2009 by 
Rifat Bali, Libra Books, Istanbul
This quantitative survey conducted by 
Rifat Bali gave us a very enlightening 
overview of the Turkish book market 
and provided incredibly valuable 
data to understand the Turkish book 

production. The estimated number 
of bookstores/publishers in Turkey is 
1,000, of which more than 90% are 
located in the largest cities, Istanbul 
and Ankara. The generic business 
profile is the family business. Turkish 
print production went up to 32,500 
monographs in 2009, of which 25,500 
were from Turkish authors. This 
number has doubled within the past 
ten years and has multiplied by 10 
within the past twenty years (2850 
publications in 1989). Since targeted 
clients are university students 
(3,500,000 people) production is 
affected tremendously. Social sciences 
(44%) and Belles Lettres and rhetoric 
(27%) are the main areas covered. As 
per the languages covered, 94% of 
books are published in Turkish and 
only 3% in English. The last interesting 
point is the very low production 
of e-books in comparison to the 
print production: only 107 e-books 
were published in 2008 and 146 in 
2009… As Middle East and Islamic 
Studies librarians who struggle to find 
more e-resources, this presentation 
confirmed our assumptions that 
e-publishing hasn’t really been 
invested in yet by the Middle Eastern 
publishers.

Islamic Manuscript Libraries in the 
Western Balkans: destruction and 
preservation by András Riedlmayer, 
Fine arts Library, Harvard University
András Riedlmayer has been involved 
for many years in getting those 
responsible for the 
cultural catastrophe 
in Croatia and 
Bosnia-Herzegovina 
to justice. It started 
with the series of 
wars in the Balkans 
from 1991 that 
killed hundreds 
of thousands 
of people and 
brought about the 
exodus of millions 
more. These 

religious and ethnic persecutions 
were accompanied by a systematic 
destruction of the cultural record—
libraries, archives, and other cultural 
heritage. First describing the 
phenomenon, András Riedlmayer 
examined patterns and methods 
of destruction, responses of the 
international community and of the 
library community to attacks on 
libraries during the war and after. 
Then, he explained the perils of a post-
war environment, in which libraries 
are still endangered by nationalist 
politics. And finally, he presented 
his recently launched international 
project, which entails tracking down 
and gathering together microfilm 
copies of some of the unique 
manuscripts and documents that were 
burned down in Bosnia by nationalist 
extremists in the early 1990s. In these 
troubled times in the Middle East 
and North Africa, this presentation 
seemed quite topical.

In the end, this MELA conference 
was not only the opportunity for for 
both of us to introduce ourselves to 
our peers as the new “McGill Islamic 
Studies Team” but was also a very 
informative and enriching experience 
in a number of areas, such as 
digitization, collections development 
and our fundamental role in caring for 
and preserving the world’s knowledge. 
We would like to thank the Library for 
its support.

MELA conference attendees on break
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FEATURE - MyARTSRESEARch

This past autumn an exciting story broke in 
the Canadian media: a McGill researcher 
had presented findings which indicated 
that the sight of meat curbed aggression. 
The story quickly went global, with news 
outlets around the world picking it up. 
Remarkably, the researcher was McGill 
undergraduate psychology student Frank 
Kachanoff, and the forum in which he 
presented his research was McGill’s Faculty 
of Science 2010 Undergraduate Research 
Conference.  
 
McGill prides itself on being one of 
Canada’s-and indeed, the world’s-
top research-intensive universities. 
Increasingly, and with good reason, 
attention is being paid to the 
undergraduate experience in this 
environment.  
 
On February 2, the inaugural Faculty 
of Arts Undergraduate Research Event 
brought to the fore the excellent 
scholarship that is taking place at the 
undergraduate level in McGill’s Faculty of 
Arts.  
 
Colleen Cook joined Dean of Arts 
Christopher Manfredi in offering opening 
remarks at the event. She described 
the centrality of the library in students’ 
research experience and emphasized 
our commitment to support their 
development as scholars. In addition, she 
officially launched the MyArtsResearch 
undergraduate research seminars, a 
new initiative in the Humanities & Social 
Sciences Library.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Taking place in spring 2011, the three-
part workshop series is designed to better 
equip Arts undergraduate students with 
essential research skills and knowledge 
about the various ways the library can 
support their work. Humanities and 
Social Sciences (HSSL) librarians further 
participated in the event by hosting a table 
with information about research support 
services.  
 

Following the opening remarks, seven 
students presented a brief overview of 
their projects. Understandably, most had 
difficulty sticking to their allotted time, 
getting carried away with the passion 
that they felt for their work and their 
genuine, keen interest in the topics 
that they studied. Interspersed with the 
student presentations were brief talks 
from faculty about their own experience 
as undergraduates and their thoughts on 
supervising these excellent students. 
 
After the formal presentations, the 
audience moved to an informal poster 
showcase and reception where students 
discussed their remarkable projects more 
in depth. The topics spanned the Arts 
disciplines: rebuilding in failed states, 

puppets and theatre, an anthropological 
examination of tree planting, an analysis 
of Goethe’s notebooks, and racial and 
gendered dimensions of the history of 
francophone immigration in Quebec and 
New England, among many others. 
 
Many of the projects were completed 
as part of the Arts Research Internship 
Award (ARIA) program, along with other 
independent work carried out with faculty 
members in their respective departments. 
 

The event offered a snapshot of the type 
research that is currently being conducted 
in the Faculty of Arts and illuminated 
the information needs and interests of 
these library users. In addition, the event 
provided an excellent opportunity to 
network with our undergraduates and 
various faculty members.  
 

Philippe Baird, U3 History discussing his 
research with Prof. Philip Buckley (Philosophy) 

Photo: Owen Egan

The Library’s MyArtsResearch workshops 
were launched at the event.

Majd AlKhadi, U3 Political Science and 
Economics outlines his research

Professor Fiona Ritchie (English) and her 
summer ARIA student Laura Freitag, U3 

English Literature Credit: Owen Egan

For more about the event, visit: 
http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-
internships/aria/event/
 
For more about the Arts 
Research Internship Awards 
(ARIA) program, visit 
http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-
internships/
 
For more about 
MyArtsResearch, visit http://
www.mcgill.ca/library/library-
assistance/classes/workshop/
myartsresearch/

by julie jones & megan fitzgibbons

http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-internships/aria/event/
http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-internships/aria/event/
http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-internships/
http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-internships/
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-assistance/classes/workshop/myartsresearch/
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-assistance/classes/workshop/myartsresearch/
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-assistance/classes/workshop/myartsresearch/
http://www.mcgill.ca/library/library-assistance/classes/workshop/myartsresearch/
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For your inFormation

By:Louise Robertson (Staff Blog)

Maximum number of items staff and faculty 
can borrow has been increased from 99 
to 200. These categories include books, 
journals, audio-visual materials and maps 
as well as scores in the Music Library and 
primary materials in the Law Library.  The 
tables in Aleph have been adjusted and the 
web page is updated. This is in response to 
issues brought to the Borrowing Advisory 
Committee and to meet the teaching and 
research needs of faculty. This was approved 
by the Management Group at the end of 
2010.

By: Megan Fitzgibbons (Staff Blog)

EndNote has released an update to EndNote X4 for Windows that 
includes several improvements. Most notably, the new version 
is compatible with Microsoft Word 2010 64-bit. There are also 
some changes to Cite While You Write functionality. More details 
about the update are listed here: http://endnote.com/support/
ENX401_Win_updater.asp Current users can install the update 
from within EndNote by choosing “EndNote Program Updates” 
from the “Help” menu and follow the on-screen prompts.
Alternatively you can download the update (please note that this 
is a .zip file that contains the .msp installer). To run this installer 
open the ZIP file and then double-click the MSP file to update 
your version of EndNote X4. EndNote also posted several updates 
to output styles in December 2010. New and updated files can be 
downloaded here: http://endnote.com/pr-cont-dec10.asp
Questions? Contact the McGill Library’s EndNote group at 
endnotehelp.library@mcgill.ca.

What kind of treasures are being sourced and 
digitized on the 4th floor of  the McLennan Building? 
Thanks to Rare Books and Special Collections and the 
Library Digitization Team, LM will give you the scoop 
and feature a set of digitization reproductions per 
issue. Enjoy! 

Title: Good things in England : a practical cookery 
book for everyday use, containing traditional 
and regional recipes suited to modern tastes, 
contributed by English men and women between 
1399 and 1932.

Author:  Florence White
Publisher: London : Jonathon Cape, [1932]

Digitization Reproduction

endnote update x4.0.2 for windowsborrowing increase

extended gic study hours

The Walter Hitschfeld Geographic Information Centre has implemented a new after-hours access policy for students, faculty and staff. As 
of February 7, 2011, after-hours access was replaced with extended study hours, overseen by security personnel.  Access to the library 
after service hours is restricted to users with valid McGill photo ID cards. These changes will provide a more secure environment for 
students and researchers working in the library after service hours. Hours for the GIC are listed here: 
www.mcgill.ca/library/library-using/branches/gic/

http://endnote.com/support/ENX401_Win_updater.asp
http://endnote.com/support/ENX401_Win_updater.asp
mailto:endnotehelp.library@mcgill.ca
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For Your InFormatIon  

A university is what a college becomes when the faculty loses interest in students. 
      ~American poet John Ciardi*

The undergraduate academic experience has been a topic of much discussion at McGill in recent years, especially in light of the Provost’s 
2006 White Paper “Strengths and Aspirations ”[ http://www.mcgill.ca/files/provost/Strengths_and_Aspirations_June_2006.pdf].  One 
initiative aimed at promoting the links between research and teaching on the undergraduate level is the Nexus Project, launched in the 
spring of 2009 by Teaching and Learning Services (TLS) under the auspices of the Deputy Provost (Student Life and Learning).

The Inquiry Network is a core component of the project. Now in its second year, the Network is a cross-disciplinary group of faculty dedicated 
to exploring and enhancing teaching and research at McGill. To quote from the project website:

The Network is currently drafting a report that elaborates learning outcomes related to incorporating research in undergraduate courses, 
details examples from committee members’ own experience, and provides recommendations for promoting undergraduate research in 
courses and program curricula. It is expected that the report will be presented in the spring of 2011 to the campus community to further 
promote the nexus of teaching and research university-wide.
Given that the library and librarians’ own research and teaching is so deeply entwined in students’ academic experience, I am currently a 
member of the Network, along with members of TLS and professors from Engineering, Neuroscience, Physics, Chemistry, Environmental 
Studies, English, Education, Sociology, and Music. 
For more information about the network and an abundance of useful resources on the topic, visit the project website: http://www.mcgill.
ca/tls/nexus/. Or contact me!

* Attributed in St. Peter, Anthony. Greatest Quotations of All-Time. [S.l.]: Xlibris Corp, 2010, p. 133.

inquiry network: Exploring the nexus of teaching and research

During monthly meetings, the Network members explore how inquiry, problem-solving and discovery, activities traditionally 
associated with research/scholarship, may be employed to support student learning. […] The group continues to discuss 

university-wide issues that encourage or discourage the links between undergraduate teaching and research/scholarship 
[and] also focus on ways to integrate new strategies into their own courses. 

By Megan Fitzgibbons

Since September 2010, a group of McGill librarians has been 
meeting to discuss—and dissect—the literature relevant to our 
profession through a formal journal club. 
Many academic libraries in Canada and elsewhere have instituted 
journal clubs, similar to those offered in health and science 
departments, in order to keep abreast of the research literature, 
and to maintain an open dialogue in the institution about ongoing 
research and practice of interest.
The goals of the McGill Librarian Journal Club are:

•	 To integrate research into practice by using publications 
to assist in decision-making;

•	 To foster critical thinking when reading published 
research;

•	 To promote research relevant to McGill Library, the 
university community, and the profession;

•	 To create a collaborative environment for learning, 
professional development, and documenting best 
practice.

The structure of the journal club is a monthly one to two hour 
meeting, where interested librarians can attend to discuss one or 
more research articles that address a specific question of interest 
to the group. The question and relevant article(s) is selected in 
advance of the meeting so that all participants have time to read 
and appraise it.
During the meetings, which are facilitated by participants on 
a rotating basis, the publication selected is critically appraised 
for validity and reliability. Participants reflect on the research’s 
relevance to their own practice and on its applicability to the 
McGill Library.
Topics discussed thus far include: clickers in library instruction, 
management styles, open access, and multitasking. Given the 
diversity of library literature, future discussions promise to be 
interesting! 

To learn more, visit the group’s wiki: http://libjournalclub.
pbworks.com or contact Lorie Kloda or Megan Fitzgibbons. 

Journal Club
By Megan Fitzgibbons

http://www.mcgill.ca/files/provost/Strengths_and_Aspirations_June_2006.pdf
http://www.mcgill.ca/tls/nexus/
http://www.mcgill.ca/tls/nexus/
http://libjournalclub.pbworks.com/
http://libjournalclub.pbworks.com/
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Congratulations, awards & reCognition

arl research library 
leadership fellows program 

Since it was founded in 2003, Cedar Park’s Youth in 
Action Group of Free the Children has raised more 
than $100,000 for Free the Children education and 
humanitarian projects in countries including Sierra 
Leone, Senegal and Haiti. Free the Children was 
founded in 1995 by 12-year-old Craig Kielburger. The 
organization is now the world’s largest network of 
children helping children, with more than one million 
people involved in programs in 45 countries.  

*Source: McGill Reporter (used with permission)

first-year philanthropist earns 
national recognition*
Kimberley Fortin (daughter of Valerie Fortin, 
Collections Services), a first-year student in 
International Development and African Studies, 
has been recognized as one of Canada’s Top Ten 
Teen Philanthropists for her work with Cedar Park’s 
Youth in Action group for Free the Children. The 
Pointe-Claire, Que. native received the award in late 
December from Mackenzie Investments in its third 
annual national search for teen philanthropists. 

Kimberley Fortin on a trip to Kenya with Free the 
Children. Pictured with local children with whom she 

worked to help build a school. 

thesis defence 

On February 14th, Cheryl 
Smeall (Interlibrary Loans, 
Life Sciences) successfully 
defended her dissertation,  
“How to become a renowned 
writer: Francesco Algarotti 
(1712 – 1764) and the uses 
of networking in eighteenth-
century Europe,” and was 
awarded her PhD in History. 
Congratulations, Dr. Smeall! 

Congratulations to Associate Director Joseph Hafner for 
being only one of 25 individuals selected to participate 
in the 2011-12 ARL Research Library Leadership Fellows 
(RLLF) Program!

Warm congratulations to Sara Holder and Lorie Kloda 
who will be enjoying well-deserved sabbatical leaves 
as of September 1, 2011. To use Lorie’s own words, “I 
will be completing phase three of my current research 
agenda entitled, “The Impact of Research Summaries 
on Library and Information Practitioners,” which aims 
to provide insight about how information professionals 
use research evidence in practice and whether 
evidence summaries are a potential means for bridging 
the research-practice gap.” Sara will use this time 
to continue her work in, “identifying best practices 
in collecting curriculum materials in support for 
undergraduate and post-graduate teacher education 
programs.” The results of her research will appear 
as a chapter in “Library Collection Development for 
Professional Programs: Trends and Best Practices” 
(part if IGI Global’s “Advances in Library Information 
Science” series). 

sabbaticals

research in librarianship grant
The Canadian Association of Research Libraries /Association 
des bibliothèques de recherche du Canada (CARL/ABRC) 
Research in Librarianship Grant has been awarded to two 
research projects in this year’s competition.

One project features work by Lorie Kloda (McGill 
University),  Denise Koufogiannakis  (University of Alberta) 
and Alison  Brettle (University of Salford, U.K.) Their project 
is entitled:  The Impact of Research Summaries on LIS 
Practitioners.

The press release for the CARL award is at: http://www.carl-
abrc.ca/new/pdf/2010_carl_grants-e.pdf

http://www.carl-abrc.ca/new/pdf/2010_carl_grants-e.pdf
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/new/pdf/2010_carl_grants-e.pdf

